
APPEARANCE OF RSF STEEL FRAMES 

INTRODUCTION

Q CELLS‘ „RSF“ modules with an innovative steel frame have first been 
shown at Intersolar Europe 2017 and have won several awards since then. 
The frame is protected by a coating of zinc (Zn), aluminum (Al) and mag-
nesium (Mg). Such coatings have been successfully used in other outdoor 
applications since the 1970s. Both Zn and Zn-Al-Mg coatings are widely 
used in PV mounting systems which are typically made from steel as well. 

Especially the very fast mounting using special Mounting Keys makes these 
modules favorable for utility scale PV projects. Quick Mounting solution 
saves up to 50 % of module installation time versus standard clamp-based 
mounting systems.

The protective coating of the RSF frames contains not only zinc but also 
magnesium and aluminum and can form stable compunds called ZHC and 
ZHS when exposed to air. It shows a self-healing effect which protects 
the steel frame over its complete lifetime against corrosion. However, 
under certain circumstances it might show some discoloration or stains. 
These are completely harmless and have not any negative effect on the 
structural integrity of the frame.

INITIAL DARKENING

After installation in the field the frame will become darker. Depending on 
climate and weather this darkening might take between 2 weeks and 2 
months. During this period the coating will develop its full protective ability 
by forming an additional layer. So, this darkening proves that the coating 
is working as intended.

WHITE RUST

When the darkening is not yet completed and thus the protective prop-
erties of the coating are not yet fully established, another phenomenon 
is likely to occur if there is high humidity and insufficient ventilation. All 
these conditions can be found during damp heat (DH) tests in climate 
chambers as required by IEC 61215. This is why “RSF” modules may show 
severe white rust after DH testing. This is not at all representative for steel 
frames which completed initial darkening and are exposed to natural field 
conditions. Only small areas of white rust could become visible in extreme 
outdoor conditions such as the tropics. 

SELF-HEALING EFFECT

The self-healing effect of the coating ensures that the coating protects the 
whole frame surface including cutting edges. The coating quickly covers 
scratches and similar damages to the surface so that corrosion is prevented 
even in these cases. The self-healing effect is based on a chemical process 
in which ions of the coating move along the frame surface and form a new 
coating together with oxygen and moisture from the air.

RED RUST

This is the type of rust which is typically associated with iron and steel 
materials. It can occur temporarily at the ends of the frame parts where the 
frame parts have been cut. However, the self-healing effect of the coat-
ing also protects these surfaces making the red rust disappear over time.

CONCLUSION

The appearance of the steel frame may change over time and under 
certain environmental conditions but longevity is not negatively affected 
by the phenomena described in this document. None of them affect the 
mechanical stability and long term durability of the frame material. The 
frame material has been successfully used in other outdoor applications 
since the 1970s and has demonstrated its superior corrosion resistance 
outperforming the typical zinc coating of steel by far. This is why Q CELLS 
decided to choose this material for its high-quality solar modules in order 
to launch its innovative Quick Mounting solution which saves up to 50 % of 
module installation time versus standard clamp-based mounting systems 
while maintaining the same level of product reliability.

Figure 1: Steel frame color before (left) and after darkening (right).
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*ZHC = zinc hydroxide chloride (Simonkollite); ZHS = zinc hydroxide sulphate

Figure 2: Self-healing of the protective zinc-aluminum-magnesium (Zn-Al-Mg) coating. 

ZHC and ZHS are protection layers forming as part of the self-healing effect.

Figure 3: Red rust can occur at cutting edges of frame parts but disappears soon due to the 

self-healing effect
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